STI R L I N G I MAGES

ELEGANCE
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We are devoted to capturing emotion, beauty and love in every wedding.
The challenge of making all images unique is what we live for.

Contact us Office: 03 5451221
Grant: 027 2296737
info@stirlingimages.co.nz

www.stirlingimages.net

Fine wedding photography since 1993
Facebook: Stirling Images Photography NZ
Instagram: grantstirling_photographer

Grant & Inge Stirling

STIRLING IMAGES
Inge and I encourage people into injecting their own
personalities into their event, which we love. This
connection is very important to us and without it, you can

EXQUISITE
WEDDING

PHOTOGRAPHY

Proud of our 22 years of wedding photography in Nelson & New Zealand

risk the chance of couples not looking their best or their
natural selves.
At a wedding, you walk into a scenario where there are
emotions, fear, excitement and beauty, and I love to build
on that, to capture it and deliver that emotion. Even the
shyest bride and groom should feel like rock stars on the
day, but it is not only the way I photograph them and the
action that unfolds during the day, it is also the way we want to interact with them and take care of them.
I bring variety and an artistic approach to my wedding photography,
and people respond to that. I am known for the conceptual,
modern and creative shots I include on the day, but as much as
clients love the portraits, they are often pleasantly surprised when
they see the candid photo-journalism style shots in their collection.
I feel blessed with the support of my talented wife & photographer
Inge, who not only assists with lighting, but covers follow-up and
photo finishing, as well as adding definite value to the Stirling
Images experience. Having Inge by my side allows me to
completely focus on your photography.
Beyond technique (spanning over 20 years & nearly 300 weddings), I credit my success to the trust and access my
clients give me, in capturing their special day. Ultimately, what it comes down to for me, is just seeing them get
married and the looks on their faces.
I am not just a photographer, I am a photo journalist, a portrait artist, a story teller and I bring attentiveness to my
clients that allow their personalities and presence to determine the look of the images. The quality of those photos
comes from bringing out the uniqueness in my clients.
Grant & Inge

PAC KAGE 1: *
4 Hour coverage includes: Photographer & Assistant capturing:
Ceremony, family group photos and location shoot for up to 2
hours.
Up to 500 high res images supplied on DVD (including Low Res
images for sharing)
PACKAGE 2: *
6 Hour coverage includes: Two photographers, pre- wedding shoots
of the bride and groom, full coverage of ceremony and wedding
family portraits, plus approximately 2 hours on location as well as
the beginning of the reception & mock cake cutting
Up to 700 res images supplied on USB memory stick including a
custom A4 photo-book
PAC KAGE 3: *
9 Hour coverage includes: Two photographers, pre-wedding shoots
of the bride and groom, full coverage ceremony and wedding family
portraits, approximately 3 hours location shoot and the full
reception to first dance including cake cutting.
Up to 1000 res images supplied on USB memory stick including a
custom A4 photo-book.
* Please view our ‘Wedding Packages’ on our website for full descriptions of each package.
* Please contact us to discuss our packages & prices as they can vary depending on your wants/needs for your
wedding photography
* All packages include a complimentary 1-2hr engagement or boudoir shoot on location or in our private home
studio, and includes wedding photography advice and posing tips.

